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The No. 1 independent music label, RichMusic, signs a new global recording and publishing deal

with Latin phenomenon and chart-topping recording artist Sech. Under this agreement, RichMusic

will continue to exclusively release Sech’s recordings worldwide, and publish his music under the

company’s new publishing division, The Pencil Pushers.

In regards to the new signing, Sech expressed, “I’m happy because I’m amongst family...here’s where

I began my career and I developed as an artist. To continue this journey hand-in-hand with

RichMusic is of great satisfaction, at both a personal and professional level.”

Rich Music’s new acquisitions didn't stop there, Latin GRAMMY® and Billboard Latin Music Award

nominee, Top Latin Producer and hitmaker Dimelo Flow was also signed under a new global

recording and publishing deal. With this agreement, RichMusic will continue to represent and

publish Flow's catalog, solidifying its relationship with bonafide hitmaker Dimelo Flow as its leading

music producer and DJ.

In regards to the new signing, Dimelo Flow expressed, “I’m extremely grateful to be able to further

my career alongside RichMusic since they have supported my career and me from early on. This is

a new chapter that I am intrigued as to where it will take me but nonetheless has me very excited.”

Additionally, Joshua Mendez, Co-founder and COO of RichMusic expressed, "The last three years

have been incredibly successful for Sech, Dimelo Flow and the label, and I’m excited for what the

near future will bring to all of us, RichMusic and our publishing arm, The Pencil Pushers”.

For the new global deal signings, Dimelo Flow was represented by Chris Navarro of Singh, Singh

& Trauben LLP. Meanwhile, Sech was represented by Matt Greenberg of Ritholz, Levy, Fields, LLP.

Rich Music Inc. was represented by Oswaldo Rossi for Hertz Lichtenstein Young & Polk, LLP.

Sech has achieved great success with RichMusic, and with this new deal he hopes to continue

adding to his phenomenal streak and pushing his career to the next level. Among his most

significant achievements, his global hit "Otro Trago" was certified 35x Multi-platinum, his debut

album "Sueños" was certified 3x Platinum, and the global viral hit “Relación” was certified 10x

Platinum. His most recent EP release “42”, has earned over 250 million streams across all digital
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platforms, while several tracks from the EP have positioned themselves on Spotify’s Global Top

200, with “Sal y Perrea” peaking at No. 27 and "911" at No. 22.

Latin GRAMMY® and Billboard Latin Music Award nominee, Dimelo Flow, is the mastermind behind

some of today’s hottest tracks by Top Latin artists, including Daddy Yankee, Natti Natasha, Sech,

Ozuna, Justin Quiles and Dalex, among others. Some of his biggest global hits include “Pa Mi

(Remix)”, “Otro Trago” and “Relacion” (Sech), “Las Nenas” (Natti Natasha) and “Problema''

(Daddy Yankee). Dímelo Flow also produced “Rich Music Presents: The Academy”, a highly

successful collaboration that entered Billboard’s Top Latin Albums chart and earned over 190

million streams on Spotify, over 75 million YouTube combined video views and over 21 million

streams on Apple. In 2020, Dimelo Flow earned his place on Billboard’s “Top Latin Producer'' chart

(No. 2) and was nominated for “Producer of the Year” at the Billboard Latin Music Awards. Most

recently, the hitmaker garnered another No. 1 single with Daddy Yankee's “Problema'' and Sech's

"911". He also produced the historic female anthem “Las Nenas” by Natti Natasha with Farina,

Cazzu and La Duraca and most recently “Hickey” featuring Dalex, Justin Quiles and iZaak. The

official videos have accumulated over 289 million combined YouTube views.

Last March, RichMusic, a company founded by father and son duo Richard and Joshua Méndez,

announced new corporate appointments in lieu of the company’s commitment to performance:

Giovanna Pérez as Vice President of Business Management and Development and David

Alvarado as Senior Vice President of Operations. Additionally, they announced two department

promotions: Jim Aquino, promoted to Creative Vice President, who had been with the company

since 2007 as Executive Creative Director and Dave Hamberger promoted to VP of Marketing,

who had been Director, Digital Marketing & Strategy for the label in the last year.

RichMusic's unrivaled success is a result of the label’s more than 2.5 billion streams in 2020,

leading into nominations for the Billboard Latin Music Awards, including "Latin Rhythm Albums",

"Record Label of the Year" and "Top Latin Albums of the Year”. Recently, the label has released

multiple singles, including “Hickey” (RichMusic, Dalex, Justin Quiles ft. iZaak and Dimelo Flow) and

“Feeling” (Dalex). In addition, the label is preparing to release multiple “RichMusic Presents”

projects, including “Always Dream”, a three EP series presented by RichMusic and Dimelo Flow,

which will include tracks by Dalex, Dimelo Flow and Justin Quiles, among other high profile artists.
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